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Abstract: In contrast with most of scientific theories, information theory (IT) has an identifiable beginning—it originated with Claude Shannon’s paper “A mathematical theory of communication”, which was published in 1948. It will be not an exaggeration to say that groundbreaking ideas developed in this publication launched the Digital Age. Nonetheless, the fate of IT was not easy: hindered by the lack of hardware capacity, IT was proclaimed “dead” in the mid-50’s. However, in a couple of years tough demand in reliable deep-space communications together with breakthrough in hardware technologies have fostered rapid progress of IT and allowed to appreciate fully the meaning of Shannon’s work. Nowadays we use the achievements of Shannon’s theory in almost all spheres of our lives often not even realizing it.

In his seminal paper Shannon proposed a general paradigm for considering communication of information and established two fundamental principles: the limit for possible degree of data compression (Shannon’s source coding theorem) and the limit on a speed of the error-free data transmission for a given level of noise (Shannon’s noisy-channel coding theorem). The latter is called channel capacity. It became a benchmark that guides scientists and engineers telling them what can be done, and what remains to be done—compelling them to achieve it.

During the last 50 years coding schemes have been approaching this ultimate limit, evolving hand in hand with development of computers. Starting from naïve block codes, gradually introducing new refinements and complex algorithms of error correction, engineers eventually approached very close to Shannon’s limit. Only about 20 years ago the theoretical channel capacity limit was closely approached on practice, using low density parity check codes and turbo codes.

In this talk I will briefly touch historical aspects of IT and error-correcting codes. Basic concepts of IT and fundamental principles of error correction will be presented. Next I will introduce some standard concepts of error correction (block codes, convolutional codes, interleaving and concatenated codes) which are essential for comprehension of turbo codes. The latter will be discussed in more details in the final part of the talk.

Die Disputation besteht aus dem o. g. Vortrag, danach der Vorstellung der Dissertation einschließlich jeweils anschließenden Aussprachen.
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